
 

When Klal Yisroel began donating objects for the building of the Mishkon, the women              

joined and brought their jewelry. Moshe Rabbeinu was reluctant to accept those gifts for              

they may have been used for personal pleasure, and may have included less than pure               

thoughts. 

 

Hashem responded that those gifts were particularly special to him. The primary goal Of              

these women during their time in Mitzraim was to have children, and continue Klal              

Yisroel’s existence. Their intentions were selfless. 

 

There are two lessons to be learned from this. 

 

1) Actions themselves have less meaning than the intentions that caused the actions to              

take place. An Aveiro that was truly intended for the right reasons is treated as a                

Mitzvoh, the opposite is true as well. When people are hurt by others, they should               

consider what they intended. In many cases, people meant well or, in the least, they               

didn’t intend to damage anyone or thing. 

 

2) Any action, even one usually used for pleasure can be elevated to the status of a                 

Mitzvoh, even one that will be credited as saving a nation. Similarly every good deed               

can be brought down with their selfish intent. 

 

The messages should remind us that people are creatures of actions and thoughts.             

Actions are what are noticed, respected, and may be rejected, by peers, but in              



Hashem’s eyes, actions mean little. It’s what went “into” those actions, the intent of              

them, that matters. People should live their lives with that fact in mind, and should be                

careful not to judge others based on what they saw them do. Their actions tell too minor                 

a story to form any opinions.  
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